IBT series

Square drive hydraulic torque wrench

The new locking
coupler ensures the
oil keep free access

The 360*185 degree swivel
is free to operation with no
space limitation.
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Laser with the
pressure-torque table
enables convenient
operation

Compact design with the
raw material of advanced
aluminum-titanium alloy,
which intensifies the
strength and toughness of
the fuselage
comprehensively

IBT Series Selection Chart
TYPE
Torque
Bolt size

Weight
Square Drive

Industrial Applications:

1

The reaction arm with 360 degree
trimming style allows placing in
any support point.

-700bar Max working pressure and the accuracy keep
within ±3%
-All together 10 models with the range from 112N.m to
72000N.m, which covers the most bolts size, and be the
most comprehensive available in the market.
-The 360*185 degree swivel is free to operation with no
space limitation.
-The square drive operate with the high intense socket and
suitable with large range of bolts
-360 degree adjustable reaction arm allows placing in any
support point.
-Compact design with the raw material of advanced
aluminum-titanium alloy, high intense.
-The new locking coupler ensures the oil keep free access.

IBT series

Square drive hydraulic torque wrench

IBT series is the professional hydraulic
torque wrench which WREN vigorously
extends in international market. Its raw
material is aluminum-titanium alloy which
makes the wrench light and high intense. IBT
series has 10 models with the range from
112N.m to 72000N.m; covers the most of
bolts size, and be the most comprehensive
available in the market. WREN provide
after-sales service all over the world, and
already got the approved by TUV certificate.

IBT Dimension Chart
TYPE

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)
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Accessory:

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Reaction Sleeve
Alco Reaction Arm
Body

For Special Reaction Arm,consult to
WREN !

Allen Drive
Square Drive
Standard Reaction Arm

Drive Socket
Heavy Duty Socket
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